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Phase Diagram of Colloidal Solutions
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The phase diagram of globular colloids is studied using a combined analytic and computation
representation of the relevant chemical potentials. It is shown how the relative positions of the pha
boundaries are related to the range of interaction and the number of contacts made per particle in
solid phase. The theory presented successfully describes the features of the phase diagrams obse
in a wide variety of colloidal systems. [S0031-9007(96)01805-4]

PACS numbers: 82.70.Dd, 64.70.Ja
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The phase diagrams of colloidal solutions have be
studied for over a century not only because of their gr
theoretical interest, but also for the many industrial a
plications of colloids [1]. The most commonly observe
phase transition in colloidal solutions is solidificatio
Upon a change in temperature (or other external con
tion) the colloidal particles form a condensed phase wh
may have a regular structure (crystals) or be amorph
(aggregates). A more infrequent transition is liquid-liqu
phase separation (coacervation). Here the colloidal s
tion forms two distinct liquid phases: one colloid-rich, th
other colloid-poor [2].

These transitions have analogous counterparts in s
ple molecular fluids. The solidification of colloids i
equivalent to the fluid-solid transition while colloida
liquid-liquid phase separation corresponds to gas-liq
coexistence. There is, however, one striking differen
when most simple fluids are cooled the order of pha
observed is gas to liquid to solid. In colloidal solution
the colloidal “gas” usually transforms into a solid witho
passing through a liquid phase.

We illustrate this “anomalous” order of phas
by presenting in Fig. 1 the phase diagram
gII-crystallin protein [3–5]. This phase diagram
typical of the g-crystallins (a family of monomeric
eye lens proteins) and of other small globular prote
[6–8]. The circles are points which represent the volu
fractions (f) of coexisting protein-rich and protein-poo
liquid phases (liquid-liquid coexistence curve). Th
squares (liquidus line) and the triangle (solidus lin
respectively, represent the volume fractions of protein
the liquid and solid phases in equilibrium with each oth
We see that there is no triple point and the coexiste
curve lies below the liquidus line. Theg-crystallins are
an unusual colloidal system in that liquid-liquid pha
separation may be observed despite it being metast
with respect to solidification. For comparison the pha
diagram of argon is shown in Fig. 2 [9–11]. We see th
for argon the critical point lies above the triple point (i.e
Tc . Tt) indicating the presence of a stable liquid pha
Although most colloidal phase diagrams resemble t
0031-9007y96y77(23)y4832(4)$10.00
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shown in Fig. 1, a few do show phase behavior close
that pictured in Fig. 2 [12].

Recently, evidence has accumulated that the interac
range plays a significant role in determining the struct
of the phase diagram [13]. In colloid-polymer mixture
it has been found that the shape of the phase diag
depends on the ratio of the radius of gyration of t
polymer molecules to the radius of the colloidal partic
[12,14,15]. Theoretical models [16,17] of this syste
agree with the experimental observation that with ve
small polymers (i.e., very short ranges of attraction) th
is no colloidal liquid phase [12]. Colloids are not th
only system for which the connection between short-ra
interactions and the structure of the phase diagram
been noted. Fullerenes, macromolecules of carbon,
do not appear to exhibit a liquid phase upon cooling [1
Simulations of hard spheres with an attractive Yuka
potential have been carried out to investigate the ph
diagram of the fullereneC60 [19,20]. It is found that for

FIG. 1. The phase diagram ofgII-crystallin [3–5]. The
circles are points on the liquid-liquid coexistence curve (C
The squares are points on the liquidus line (L). The triangle
a point on the solidus line (S). The lines are guides to the e
The critical temperature isTc  278.4 K. The critical volume
fraction isfc  0.21.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. The phase diagram of argon [9–11] showing th
coexistence curve (CC) and the liquidus (L) and solidu
(S) lines. The critical temperature isTc  150.86 K. The
critical volume fraction isfc  0.133, assuming a hard core
diameters  3.162 Å [29]. The triple point temperature is
Tt  83.78 K  0.56Tc.

a sufficiently short-range potential the coexistence cur
lies below the liquidus curve.

In this Letter we present a general analysis whic
explains these individual experimental and theoretic
findings. In our previous Monte Carlo work [21] we stud
ied the liquid-liquid phase separation of globular particle
with attractive interactions and obtained numerically th
chemical potential of theliquid phase. Here we presen
an analytic expression for the chemical potential of asolid
with short-range interactions. Our model of the solid in
corporates the same essential features that were use
describe the liquid phase: the rangel of the interaction,
the interaction energye, and the number of contactsns

made per particle. Knowing the chemical potentials o
both phases we are able to demonstrate how the relat
locations of the phase boundaries are related tol andns.

We use the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire cell mod
[22] to obtain an approximate analytic expression for th
chemical potential of a solid with short-range interaction
As in our previous work, we will assume that the effectiv
potential energyusrd for a pair of proteins (diameters)
whose centers are separated by a distancer, is of the form
of an attractive square well with a hard core as given by

usrd 

8<: 1`, for r , s ,
2e, for s # r , ls ,
0, for r $ ls .

(1)

Here l is the reduced range of the potential well an
e is its depth. When the interactions are short rang
(l ! 1) the thermodynamic properties become unive
sal, independent of the shape of the potential. We wo
with the square-well potential rather than other potentia
[19,20,23] because it allows for an unambiguous defin
tion of not only the range of interactionl, but also of
ns, the number of contacts made per particle in the so
phase. Explicitly,ns is the number of particles whose
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centers lie in the regions # r , ls from a given parti-
cle. The square-well model produces a very simple fo
for the chemical potential of the solidms, namely,

ms  m0 2 nssey2d 2 kT lnfsl 2 1d3g . (2)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2),m0, is
the standard part of the chemical potential. The sec
term is the total energy associated with each particle.
last term is the entropic contribution: the volume acces
ble to the center of mass of the particle is proportiona
sl 2 1d3. The proportionality factor, essentially the vo
ume of a unit cell, has been absorbed intom0. This factor
can be calculated within the framework of the cell mod
[24]. The cell volume, however, is practically consta
reflecting the incompressibility of the solid phase. W
may therefore choose a cell volume at zero pressure.
corresponding value ofm0 is found to be identical to tha
in the expressionm  m0 1 kT ln f, which is appropri-
ate for dilute solutions [25].

An important parameter in the chemical potential of t
solid is ns. The value ofns is not knowna priori, but
determined by the structure of the solid. It is comm
practice to impose a particular crystal structure upon
solid when calculating the chemical potential by choos
the appropriate integral value forns. In the subsequen
analysis, however, we will treatns as a continuous
phenomenological parameter so as to subsume within
cell model the actual structure and detailed interaction
the solid phase of real colloids.

The liquidus line is obtained by equating the chemi
potentials of the solid and the liquid, namely,

m̂ssê; nsd  m̂lsf, êd . (3)

Herem̂s ; fms 2 m0gykT and thus

m̂s  2nssêy2d 2 3 lnfsl 2 1dg (4)

is the reduced chemical potential of the solid. T
reduced chemical potential of the liquid̂ml has been
previously established as a numerical function off and
ê [21] (ê ; eykT is the reduced energy).

For any solid with a given value ofns, Eq. (3) allows
us to construct the liquidus line. In Fig. 3 we sho
the liquidus lines for several values ofns at l  1.25:
ns  12.0 (A); ns  11.6 (B); ns  11.5 (C). The line
(D) is the solidus line obtained by using the volum
of a unit cell appropriate to a face-centered cubic so
(ns  12) at zero pressure [24]. The coexistence cu
(E) is taken from our previous work [21]. As the value
ns increases liquid-liquid coexistence becomes metast
with respect to solidification. The shape of the pha
diagram for ns  12.0 (curves A, D, and E) has th
same structure as the one found experimentally for
g-crystallins (Fig. 1).

We may consider as a measure of the metastability
the liquid phase the “metastability gap”sTL 2 TcdyTc,
4833
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FIG. 3. The phase diagram for a square-well system
l  1.25. The liquidus lines for three values ofns are shown:
ns  12.0 (A); ns  11.6 (B); ns  11.5 (C). The vertical line
(D) is the solidus forns  12.0. Curve E is the coexistenc
curve taken from Ref. [21].

where Tc is the critical temperature andTL is the
temperature of the point on the liquidus line at the critic
volume fractionfc. According to Eq. (3)

m̂ssêL; nsd  m̂lsfc, êLd , (5)

with êL  eykTL. As we have shown earlier [21], th
chemical potential of the liquid at̂eL may be expanded
about the reduced critical energyêc

m̂lsfc, êLd  m̂lsfc, êcd 2
sêL 2 êcd

2
nl . (6)

Herenl is the change in the total number of contacts in
liquid phase upon the addition of an extra particle at
critical point. Let us definenp

s as the number of contact
in the solid at whichTL  Tc, i.e., the value ofns for
which the liquidus line touches the critical point. Thusnp

s
is given bym̂ssêc; np

s d  m̂lsfc, êcd. Using this definition
of np

s and substituting Eqs. (6) and (4) into Eq. (5) w
obtain

TL 2 Tc

Tc


ns 2 np
s

np
s 2 nl

. (7)

From Eq. (7) we see that the metastability gapsTL 2

TcdyTc depends on the parametersns, np
s , and nl. The

first of these is determined by the structure of the so
We list the other two in Table I. In Table I we show fo
each value ofl the corresponding values ofnp

s and nl .
Sincenp

s and nl are evaluated at the critical point, the
two parameters depend only onl and not one. We note
that for all of our short-range simulations, the quant
np

s 2 nl is in the range3.2 3.8. We also list the criti-
cal volume fractionfc and the reduced critical energyêc

at each range. Columns 3–5 are from our previous w
[21], while np

s is obtained from a numerical solution of th
equationm̂ssêc; np

s d  m̂lsfc, êcd.
For the solid phase to be more stable than any coex

ing liquid phases i.e.,TL . Tc, we requirens . np
s . The
4834
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TABLE I. Metastability gap parameters at different reduc
rangesl [see Eq. (7)]. The quantities presented are (i)
average number of contacts per particle in the solidnp

s at
the metastability boundary (TL  Tc), (ii) the change in the
total number of contacts per particle in the liquidnl upon the
addition of an extra particle, (iii) the critical volume fractio
fc, and (iv) the reduced critical energyêc.

l np
s nl fc êc

1.25 11.59 7.84 0.205 1.269
1.20 11.03 7.47 0.216 1.443
1.15 10.45 7.00 0.227 1.673
1.10 9.75 6.57 0.244 2.038
1.05 8.95 5.62 0.246 2.667

maximum number of contacts for hard spheres with sh
range interactions is 12. Therefore at any given range
solid will always be stable if12 $ ns . np

s . As the range
decreases so doesnp

s and fewer contacts are necessary
form a stable solid. Thus, we expect that as the range
creases, liquid-liquid phase separation will be less lik
to be observed.

With our approach we may understand the experime
of Ilett et al. [12]. These authors study colloid-polyme
mixtures with different ranges of interaction and find
l ø 1.25 a transition from the type of phase diagra
shown in Fig. 2 to that in Fig. 1 (they do not obser
the metastable liquid-liquid coexistence). In our analy
this transition occurs when the metastability gap chan
sign, i.e., whennp

s  ns. In the solid phase the colloid
polymer system forms close-packed crystals, i.e.,ns  12
[26]. Thus from Table I we expect the transition
occur atl ø 1.25, the value observed experimentally.
their experiments only one range of interaction shor
than the crossover value ofl ø 1.25 is studied: l 
1.08 [27]. Taking ns  12, Table I implies that at this
range the metastability gap of the system is so la
that the coexistence curve lies outside the experiment
examined region. It would be interesting to sear
intermediate ranges, i.e.,1.08 , l , 1.25, for metastable
liquid-liquid coexistence and compare the values of
metastability gaps with our predictions.

We had previously suggested that the large values
fc and the broad coexistence curves observed for theg-
cystallins imply that these proteins lie in the domainl #

1.25 [21]. We now find that this is precisely the doma
where liquid-liquid coexistence may be metastable, a
in fact, this metastability is observed. When plotted
reduced units the phase diagrams of theg-crystallins
have the same shape with almost identical values
fc and with approximately the same size metastabi
gaps [3,21]. The interactions between these prote
may therefore be described by potentials with the sa
range. In addition, all the protein crystals should have
same value ofns. For sTL 2 TcdyTc ø 0.1, the relation
found experimentally for theg-crystallins [3], Eq. (7)
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givesns 2 np
s ø 0.35. It is becausens differs little from

np
s that we observe both liquid-liquid coexistence a

solidification for theg-crystallins.
Related observations are made by Broideet al. [6] who

find that the metastability gap of lysozyme is unaffect
by ionic strength but that it is a larger (by 5±C–10±C)
with respect to needle-shaped crystals than with pris
shaped crystals. In our analysis these two types
crystals are predicted to have values ofns np

s differing
by approximately0.05 0.1.

It has been argued that in the adhesive sphere li
(l ! 1, ê ! `) there is no thermodynamically stabl
liquid phase [28]. Our analysis shows that for a clos
packed system the absence of a stable liquid phase alr
begins whenl , 1.25.

We have presented a simple analytic form for t
chemical potential of a short-range solid in terms
the physically significant parameters of the system:
interaction rangel, the interaction energye, and the
number of contacts made per particlens. We have shown
how these parameters determine the order of pha
found in the phase diagram. In particular, we ha
demonstrated that for givenns, a sufficiently short range
of interaction leads to the metastability of liquid-liqui
coexistence with respect to solidification. Converse
experimental information on the relative order of th
phase boundaries of colloidal solutions gives direct insi
into the magnitude of the physically important paramet
l andns. The theory we have presented appears capa
of explaining the phase diagrams observed in a w
variety of colloidal systems.

We thank Dr. George Thurston and Dr. Jayanti Pan
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